SqueezaPulse: Adding Interactive Input to Fabricated Objects Using Corrugated Tubes and Air Pulses
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ABSTRACT
We present SqueezaPulse, a technique for embedding interactivity into fabricated objects using soft, passive, low-cost bellow-like structures. When a soft cavity is squeezed, air pulses travel along a flexible pipe and into a uniquely designed corrugated tube that shapes the airflow into predictable sound signatures. A microphone captures and identifies these air pulses enabling interactivity. We describe the underlying acoustic theory used to inform our design, an informal examination of the effect of different 3D-printed corrugations on air signatures, and our resulting SqueezaPulse implementation. To demonstrate and evaluate the potential of SqueezaPulse, we present four prototype applications and a small, lab-based user study (N=9). Our evaluations show that our approach is accurate across users and robust to external noise. We conclude with a discussion of limitations and future work.
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INTRODUCTION
Fabrication techniques such as 3D printing, laser cutting, and casting have been increasingly used to build physical prototypes in HCI. Incorporating interactive functions into fabricated objects, however, is still a cumbersome and highly decoupled process. In response, an emerging body of work aims to imbue fabricated objects with interactive capabilities throughout the rapid prototyping cycle, including via custom-designed optics [36], touch sensitive electronics [29], active acoustic-enabled structures [11], and precision sensors [35]. Building on this growing literature, we introduce SqueezaPulse, a technique for creating interactive fabricated objects using acoustic sensing without embedded circuitry, wiring, or power (Figure 1). Our novel approach shapes small puffs of air into identifiable but inaudible sound signatures via custom fabricated structures.

We were inspired by passive airflow mechanisms in bellows and accordions, which were designed to furnish strong blasts of air without requiring external power. We synthesize similar principles for constructing simple squeezeable units that can be used for input control. SqueezaPulse is comprised of three core parts: (i) a soft and squeezable cavity to generate airflow; (ii) a tube designed with specific inner-wall corrugations to shape the airflow into unique acoustic signatures, effectively acting as a physical filter [2]; and (iii) a microphone connected to a computer that classifies these signatures for interactive inputs. Figure 2 provides an illustrative example of creating an interactive 3D-printed bunny. Because each tube produces a unique signature, only a single embedded microphone is necessary to sense multiple inputs. To verify
the feasibility and the accuracy of our approach, we built four prototype applications and present results from a lab-based study with nine participants.

In summary, our work contributes: (i) a passive acoustic sensing and machine learning-based approach for recognizing distinct puffs of air; (ii) a distillation of design implications for fabricating corrugated tubes for robust and accurate sensing; (iii) and a wide range of illustrative applications across different prototyping platforms, demonstrating feasibility and accuracy. Since our approach relies on the detection of passive puffs of air, we are not limited to “squeeze” interactions. Any technique that generates air puffs (e.g., blowing) offers an additional avenue for making fabricated objects interactive. We discuss these and other application areas in the Discussion.

RELATED WORK
Our work builds on prior research in the areas of prototyping interactive objects, acoustic sensing, and squeezeable interfaces.

Prototyping and Fabrication of Interactive Objects. Making things interactive is an essential part of physical prototyping in HCI. As noted in the Introduction, a large body of emerging work has begun to explore how to embed interactivity into the ever-growing repertoire of fabricated objects (e.g., 3D prints). For example, 3D-printed, optically clear pipes have been used for sensing, displaying, and embedding interactive elements [1,36]. Broader approaches have also been explored, including linear arrays of strain gauges[13], computer vision techniques [26] and generic tubular pathways [28], all of which offer the potential to transform plastic or photopolymer-based 3D prints into interactive objects. Beyond rigid outputs, additive manufacturing-based fabrication of soft materials have also been investigated, including techniques for embedding tightly-coupled electronics into layers of felt or fabric [8,23]. Although these efforts require designers to embed particular structures in the model (e.g., optically clear tubes or print voids), they nonetheless offer the unique ability to reduce the need for traditional electronic circuitry. Likewise, our approach offers similar tradeoffs. Further, our approach aims at providing a robust and reusable mechanism (i.e., corrugated tubes) that could be attached on different fabricated objects for interactive controls.

Acoustic Sensing as Input. A large body of work in HCI has explored acoustic-based sensing across multiple interactive applications. Approaches can be categorized as active [5,11,16,19], which recognize user input by relying on a sustained source of sound such as from a sweep frequency generator, or passive [6,7,8,10,18,22,24,27], which do not require electronically generated sounds. Our work builds on the growing area of using passive acoustics for interaction—in particular, interactive acoustic sensing with custom-designed, 3D-printed structures. For example, Tickers [31] is a labeling toolkit that uses printed percussion instruments to label different 3D-printed objects. Acoustic

Figure 2. SqueezePulse uses soft cavities, flexible pipes, and corrugated tubes to enable interactive fabricated objects. Shown above, a user squeezes a soft hand embedded into a 3D-printed bunny, which generates an identifiable air pulse. While we depict only one input above, the interactive bunny actually has six squeezable cavities—each cavity is connected to its own uniquely designed corrugated tube which leads to a single shared microphone, which is the basis of our approach. See the supplementary video for a demo.

Voxels [12] builds a wide range of acoustic filter applications by embedding a matrix of primitives inside 3D-printed objects. Additionally, Cillilia [20] senses acoustic input based on printed fur on the arbitrary surface of 3D-printed objects. Closest to our work is Lamello [27], an acoustic model-based approach using comb-like structures for real-time processing of computational events. While Lamello enables new interactive input on 3D-printed objects, the approach is limited to strikes generated by the movement of physical components as input. Together, the above techniques highlight the breadth, scalability, and practicality of passive acoustic sensing techniques.

Soft Interfaces for Squeeze Interactions. Prior work has investigated squeeze interactions with soft primitives or objects, which can enable new, playful and innovative interfaces [3,4]. For instance, Skweezee [34] explored design implications for squeeze interactions based on hand gesture training and testing on large squeezable primitives. In practice, integrating deformable structures and material could add rich interactions to daily objects. For example, Squeeze Me [14] mounts a squeezable cover on a tablet providing expressive human robot interactions. FuwaFuwa [10] is a sensor module that can be embedded and used for measuring the deformation of soft objects such as cushions and plush toys. Likewise, soft sensors, which are made of soft and elastic material (e.g., silicone, flexible 3D printing filament), could also support interactive controls by using pneumatics [15,18,32,37], or using special-purpose pressure sensors, as in the work by Slyper and colleagues [33]. Our approach allows designers to prototype squeezable interactions with the deformable and soft parts embedded in general fabricated objects.
In summary, our work introduces a novel passive sensing approach for prototyping interactive objects, solely relying on pulses of air, without additional sensors, circuitry, or complex mechanisms, except for a single microphone. Previous approaches require either an active source of sound (e.g., [11] uses speakers and ultrasound) or individual sensor pairs (e.g., in [32], each block requires individual pressure sensors). Unlike prior work, our approach does not require an active sound or pressure source, which is cumbersome and noisy. Further, our corrugated tubes are easy to fabricate and are reusable.

THEORY OF OPERATION

Our approach is based on corrugated acoustic theory [2]. Air flow through corrugated pipes can be manipulated and shaped by different corrugation designs [24]. To dampen or alter sound in airflow systems, corrugated pipes are found in a range of industrial and domestic applications such as air conditioning systems, vacuum cleaners, musical toys (e.g., flutes), and flexible risers in the oil industry.

Corrugated acoustic theory is based on two fundamental concepts: standing waves and the Cummings acoustic model [24]. Standing waves are common in wind and brass instruments which are tube shaped (e.g., flute). The sound frequency, amplitude, harmonics, and timbre of the standing wave are affected by the properties of the tube. Interestingly, whether the tube is straight or bent (e.g., into circles) has minimal impact on the generated sound, although a very sharp bend does have some effect [30]. Thus, we use flexible tubes as channels for transmitting air flow from the soft cavity to corrugated tubes.

Based on the principles of standing waves, the Cummings acoustic model [24] is widely used to inform the design of large corrugated pipes. In this model, air flow, and therefore the resulting sound, is shaped by the velocity of sound $c_0$, the tube’s length $L$, tube’s inner radius $R$, the volume of the cavity between two consecutive corrugations, the area presented by the cavity to the tube, and the spatial period of corrugations (pitch) $P$. More precisely, the diagram of corrugated tube is illustrated in Figure 3, where $d$ is the height of the corrugation. The relationship between these factors is shown in (1), where wave number $n = 1, 2, 3...$, representing a group of generated frequencies.

$$ f_n = \frac{nc_0}{2L \sqrt{1 + \frac{d^2}{P^2}(1 + \frac{d^2}{2R^2})}} \quad (1) $$

In our work, we parameterized and explored the corrugated tubes based on the aforementioned theories (Figure 3). While these theories may be directly codified into a rule-based classifier, in our preliminary experiments we found that a machine learning-based empirical approach performed better, perhaps accounting for small deformities in tube design due to fabrication limitations.

DESIGN SPACE OF CORRUGATED TUBES

As noted above, corrugated tube length, gaps between corrugations, corrugation shapes, and corrugation distributions play key roles in characteristically altering airflow. While exhaustively exploring each permutation and combination is intractable, we opted instead to select 12 corrugated tubes that contained exemplar parameters (through trial and error). Once selected, we then conducted one-to-one comparisons to help us fully understand how these form factors characteristically alter transient puffs of air. This work extends the explorations conducted in Acoustruments [11], with a particular novel focus on investigating the interior texture of the tubes and its impact on spectral signatures.

Before we began our design space explorations, we tested the “strength” of the air pulse on 3D-printed pipes with different interior diameters. In general, thin pipes are better at preserving air energy and diameters between 1.6-3.2 mm produced superior performance. Bigger diameters resulted in weaker pulses while thinner ones blocked air flow. Additionally, as expected [24], we found that the outputted signal is proportional to the strength of the input air puff and that it attenuates as the tube becomes longer. In our trials, most air pulses were detectable using tubes that were 25 cm or shorter. We observed that air puffs passing through corrugated tubes had a significant effect on uniquely shaping acoustic signatures (qualitatively verified through visual inspection of the spectrogram). Because we rely on air pulses, our technique makes slightly audible but faint sound bursts.

To investigate how tube design directly affects the eventual output signal, we used the model in corrugated acoustics for guidance and performed side-by-side comparisons of two representative tubes that differed in one controlled parameter (e.g., tube length). As shown in Figure 4, we experimented with: different lengths (e.g., Tube A vs. Tube D), inner tube diameters (e.g., Tube D vs. Tube F), the distance between two consecutive corrugates (e.g., Tube E vs. Tube F), corrugate shapes (e.g., Tube E vs. Tube J), and corrugation distributions (e.g., only Tube L has an asymmetric corrugation distribution). We studied discrete parameters of corrugated tubes for the purpose of exploring how physical factors affect the production of air puffs, since there is a lack of evidence in theory showing if it works with small fabricated parts having imprecise corrugations (e.g., 3D-printed tubes). In the next section, we describe the results of these informal experiments.
Corrugated Tube Length
To experiment with the effect of tube length on sound, we designed two tubes with similar corrugations but different lengths (Tube A and Tube D). As Figure 4 shows, air flow through a longer corrugated tube produces sound with energy at lower frequency bands, which is aligned with the Cummings model. As the length decreases, the energy of the spectrum shifts toward higher bands.

Corrugated Tube Inner Diameter
We also altered the tube’s inner diameter. Again, our experiments confirmed theoretical predictions. The signal generated by a smaller diameter has more power at higher frequency bands while the output caused by a bigger diameter has more power at lower bands (i.e., a smaller diameter tube produces higher pitch sounds). As Tube D and Tube F demonstrate, a mere 0.5 mm disparity is sufficient to produce characteristic changes in the spectral signal.

Corrugation Distribution
The overall distribution of corrugations within a tube’s interior wall also influences airflow, although it is not predictable by the learned model. With a symmetrical distribution, the output spectrum (Tube E) looks smoother than that out of an asymmetrical distribution (Tube L). Nonetheless, both variations show energy levels centered around lower frequency bands.

Space between Corrugations
The distance between successive corrugations can also impact airflow. In Figure 4, the group of Tube E and Tube F shows that only a small increase in interval distance between two corrugations can result in dramatic changes in air pulse generation. In the output of Tube F, the spectrum looks more flat than that of Tube E. In addition to uniformly distributed corrugations, incremental gaps also lead to slight differences in frequency output. As seen in Tube G, increasing gaps between corrugations generates tiny peaks among higher frequency bands and is sufficient for characteristically altering the spectral signal, which can eventually be used for input detection.

Corrugation Shape
Internally, corrugations can have uniquely varying shapes (e.g., cubic, sawtooth ridges, sinusoidal contours, etc.). The corrugation surface can alter the reflection path of the passing sound waves, which results in the variation of frequency in the output. Tube E and Tube J illustrates a comparison of curved and cubic corrugations. Although the profiles of both output frequencies are similar, cubic corrugation causes more peaks among the middle frequency bands, which is highly differentiable.

Exploring Simultaneous Inputs
While not a physical property of the corrugated tubes themselves, we also wanted to explore whether our approach could be used to detect simultaneous inputs using a single microphone. From our experiments, we observed that the spectral results produced by individual air structures can be simply “summed up,” forming a new combined output that is distinct enough to be identified by the microphone. Similar to single inputs, all combinations of simultaneous inputs require training for recognition. Additionally, we observed that our approach could support...
the detection of multiple types of squeezing on a single soft cavity (as long as the squeeze creates an observable signal, see Bunny and deformable pressure sensor examples).

IMPLEMENTATION
SqueezaPulse is comprised of three core parts: (i) a soft and squeezable cavity, (ii) a corrugated tube and (iii) a microphone. The cavity and the corrugated tube are hidden inside the body of an object and connected to a flexible latex pipe. When a soft cavity is squished, it produces a blast of air that tunnels through the corrugated tube, characteristically altering the sound wave, and then through the latex pipe to an awaiting microphone. Using supervised learning, we can identify these unique pulses of air and use them to build interactive fabricated objects.

To build a SqueezaPulse object, one must first convert a portion of their fabricated design into a soft and squeezable cavity, then connect a 3D-printed corrugated tube using a latex pipe, and finally position an electret condenser microphone next to the outlet of the corrugated tube. Multiple soft cavities and corrugated tubes can exist in the fabricated object if unique corrugations are used for each embedded tube. Below, we describe the fabrication of the soft cavities and corrugated tubes as well as our passive sensing approach.

Fabrication
Our soft cavities are made of silicone rubber compounds, but other approaches are likely possible (e.g., elastic printing filament such as TangoPlus\(^1\)). To simplify our process, we 3D-printed molds for silicone casting (analogous to that in [37]) with a regular desktop 3D printer (e.g., MakerBot) and PLA or ABS filament. Further, we used Sil-Poxy glue to bond silicone with other plastic 3D-printed parts. We found that silicone casting works well at a low cost. For example, for a 2.6 cc model, it only costs ~$0.20, a win compared to traditional methods for 3D printing soft cavities (e.g., $4.50 via Objet Connex, which is a constant print cost). For precision purposes, we printed our corrugated tubes from bottom to top along with the axes of the tube in an Objet Eden260V printer with a resolution of 600 dpi (42 microns) and clear UV-cured photopolymer. Theoretically, 3D printers with a resolution of at least 0.2mm should work.

Passive Acoustic Sensing
We use an off-the-shelf microphone for capturing air pulses (Audio-technica ATR3350). The incoming audio data is recorded as a linear Pulse-Code Modulation (PCM) (sampling rate: 44kHz), and stored in a circular buffer (buffer size: 5 x 1024). Before any further processing, we compute the Root Mean Square (RMS) of the captured audio to detect steady state (inactive) vs. squeezed state (active). If the onset is met, the data in the buffer is transformed into frequency domain using a Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT). Next, we downsample the raw FFT data into 128 bins and use it to derive more features: band ratios, mean, standard deviation, min index, max index, center of mass, and spectral kurtosis. These features are fed into a machine learning algorithm, where we utilize a Support Vector Machine model (SVM) for either classification or regression (the latter is used for estimating squeeze strength). For classification, we trained a Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO)-based SVM using default optimization parameters (kernel=polynomial, C=100, e=1.0). For regression, we optimized a SMOreg using the polykernel with default optimization parameters. Both models are provided by the library of Weka\(^2\), and they work for all computation executed on a MacBook Pro (Core 2 Duo, SD-Mid 2009) with a ~50ms latency.

EXAMPLE APPLICATIONS
To demonstrate the viability of our approach, how it integrates with existing fabrication techniques (e.g., 3D printing), and to touch on different points in our design space, we prototyped four example SqueezaPulse applications. To view working demonstrations, see the supplementary video uploaded with the paper.

![Figure 5. The interactive bunny: (a) interact with the bunny by squeezing soft parts (gray areas); (b) squeezing the bunny in real world. Blue arrows point to squeezable, interactive areas.](image)

1 http://www.stratasys.com/materials/polyjet/rubber-like
2 http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/
corrugated tubes in the belly cavity). These inputs were programmed to support interactive storytelling, such as playing a character-driven sound or animation.

**Deformable Force Sensor.** To demonstrate how our approach can estimate squeeze strength, we made a simple force sensor using a regression-based model. In this example, squeezing is performed on a large soft pad, embedded within a rigid 3D-printed case (Figure 6a). When the pad is pressed, the ratio between the estimated force and the maximum pressure value is shown on screen (Figure 6b). We trained a regression-based model using data samples collected at three equally spaced pressure levels (no pressure, half pressure, and full pressure).

**Gamepad.** Instead of a game controller with rigid buttons, we built a gamepad controller with five soft buttons (Figure 7), which provides a more natural feeling. Four cubic pads serve as directional buttons that receive touch-up and touch-down events, while a circular button (center) offers a selection-type input (e.g., a click event). All buttons were embedded in a clear case fabricated using laser-cut acrylic pieces, bonded layer by layer. Together, this prototype offers a multi-input passive device for controlling games. For example, in a Pac-man game, the user can control the character’s movements by pressing the four directional buttons, while the central button can be used to change the character’s properties (e.g., body color).

**Smart Case.** We also built a 3D-printed case for a handheld device with two soft buttons on the side to encourage eyes-free, tangible interaction while also limiting screen occlusion (Figure 8). These buttons can be used to power interactive applications on the phone. For example, for controlling a music player without waking up the screen, for snoozing or turning off an alarm clock without looking at the phone screen, and for capturing a photo with one hand when the other hand is occupied.

---

**EVALUATION**

Our evaluations sought to answer the following questions: (i) How accurately can we classify unique air puffs? (ii) How robust are our classifiers when trained per-user vs. cross-user? (iii) How robust is our approach to noise? To address these questions, we conducted a user study with nine participants (aged 23-29, five female). We focused on evaluating our three classification-based applications: the gamepad, the interactive bunny, and the smart case. We also describe a follow-up noise robustness experiment.

**Procedure**

The study was conducted in our lab and included a 30-minute data collection session. Before the start of each session, an experimenter briefed participants and showed them how to use the prototypes. Participants were encouraged to interact with the prototypes in whichever way they wanted during data collection to improve ecological validity. All participants followed the same sequence of directed interactions starting with the gamepad controller, the bunny, and then the smart case. Participants performed specific interactions after hearing a beep sound. We collected two rounds of data for each prototype and recorded 30 samples of each interaction per round. We also collected 60 samples per prototype of ‘noisy’ data. For this, participants were asked to make noise on and around the device by tapping, repositioning, knocking, talking, etc. but to not actually press a soft button or cavity. These samples were used to evaluate false positives and true negatives.

In total, we collected 12,420 interactions—1,380 per participant (see Table 1). For the gamepad controller, we recorded press-down and press-up events on each directional button (four buttons; eight events total) and a click event on the central button. For the interactive bunny, we recorded individual cavity squeezes (four total), simultaneous squeeze inputs (both ears and both hands; two events total) and multiple inputs on one single cavity (press down on head to compress belly and poke belly; two events total). For the smart case, individual and simultaneous squeezing on soft buttons were trained (two buttons; three events total).
accuracy is still well above 90% demonstrating the
lower than per-user classification; however, were 98.6% (SD=0.8%) in the interactive bunny, 16.1% of Press input was incorrectly classified as Poke input. This is likely because both interactions compress the belly cavity and the resulting air flow through the two corrugated tubes creates a similar signature. Furthermore, another error happened between the category of Right ear and Both Ears, contributing 33.7% of the misclassified instances. Among the two soft buttons on the smart case, most of the error was caused between Right Button squeezing and Both Buttons squeezing, which had 66.7% of the misclassifications.

### Supplementary Study: Noise Robustness
To further investigate the robustness of our approach to sound noise in various environments, we tested the gamepad controller in both a quiet office (~51dB) and a noisy coffee shop (~80dB) separately with 5 participants from the previous study. In both situations, we ran 20 trials, and each trial had 27 random inputs (e.g., press down on top button, click center button, etc.) on the gamepad’s soft buttons. In total, we collected 540 inputs. We then counted the number of correctly detected events to compute the accuracy. In this experiment, the accuracy of correctly detected button squeezing was 98.1% (SD=1.0%) in the quiet place and 96.8% (SD=1.5%) in the noisy environments. While slightly lower in the coffee shop, these results demonstrate our approach’s general robustness to noise.

### DISCUSSION
Although our user studies show promising results, some limitations exist. First, as with other acoustic-based sensing techniques, ambient noise has a small but undesirable impact on accuracy. One possible solution is to add sound damping material (e.g., sponge) around the microphone for noise reduction. Additionally, sensing is not possible for very slow presses since airflow is weak and barely detectable by the microphone. Our corrugated tube designs offer capabilities for tracking noticeable changes in air energy at the moment of pressing buttons or exerting discrete force. Thus, our force sensing example can detect the magnitude of discrete presses, but not continuous pressure trajectories.

Further, the act of squeezing exacts physical wear and tear to prototyped objects. We suspect that this could alter the object’s acoustic response over time. We did not perform any long-term evaluations, but generally, holes in pipes or cavities will ultimately affect the air pressure flowing across the corrugated channel. Future studies should stress test the system by manually poking holes and monitoring accuracy degradation. We suggest follow-up investigations that examine whether the machine learning model will still work e.g., six weeks after it was trained.

Nonetheless, our approach can be easily extended to support...
any interaction that can generate puffs of air as input. Specifically, we can integrate blowable, hands-free interaction to wearables or fabricated objects by implanting them with corrugated tubes. For instance, by 3D printing a porous air plane and channeling those holes on the surface to the corrugated tubes and the microphone, we are able to interact with the plane by blowing interactions (Figure 11). Here, we eliminate the need for squeezable cavities altogether. Unlike BLUI [22], interaction is not limited to flat surfaces (screens); single channel, linear arrays, and non-planar localization can be achieved with a single microphone. Overall, this extends to any interaction that integrates pulses or streams of air.

CONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduce Squeezapulse, a technique to embed soft, low-cost, passive air structures for prototyping and fabrication of interactive objects. The air pulses generated by squeezing the soft cavity embedded in fabricated objects are detected as interactive input through a reusable and uniquely designed corrugated tube. Multiple inputs can be detected by a shared and attachable microphone, without an external sustained sound source or circuitry. We described a machine learning-based acoustic sensing approach for recognizing air pulses, experimented with a set of corrugated tube designs, and demonstrated the feasibility and accuracy of our approach with four example applications and a user study.
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